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Sign up for the latest beauty news, product samples and coupons and now you will be the first to hear about our latest beauty news, product samples and coupons and much more. Image not available: Open Paraben pre-sulfeite non-alcoholic alcohol-free EU allergen-free mycobacterium acne (Malassezia) Safe minimal ingredients Notable effects and
ingredients dry skin oily / acne prone skin sensitive skin ingredients safety breakdown (EWG health grade)) Low risk secondary risk high risk high risk EWG CIR ingredient name and cosmetic function notes 1 CI 77492 (colorant, Cosmetic coloring agent) 2 iron oxides (colorants, cosmetic colorants) combination PIHAcneAnti-Ing+ 6 aqua / water / EAU; Iso do
de Cane; Cyclopentasiloxy acid; Glycerin; Cyclohexasiloxane; PEG-10 dimeticon; Methyl methacryte crosspolymers; Butylene glycol; Dimeticon; Isoekosane; Distiedimonium Hectorite; Boron Nitiride; Phenoxyetanol; CETYL PEG/PPG-10/1 dimeticone; Sodium chloride; Poly glyceryl-4 isosterate; Hexylatate; Acrylates / ammonium methacrylate polymers;
Isosteril neopentanoate; Capriliol glycol; Tritil sitete; Methylparaben; C9-15 fluoroalcoorate / C9-15 fluoroalcoorate; Tocopherol; Pantenol; [+/- Titanium dioxide CI 77891/titanium; CI 77491, CI 77492, CI 77499/ iron oxide]; FIL D49725/2 L'Oreal Paris rated more 3.8 out of 5 stars1601 reviews The most useful positive review skin color: a little pink undertone
process. Skin Type: Autumn/Winter: Spring/Summer Dry Cleaning: Combo Skin Problems: Slight discoloration, reding, normal in dark circles. I picked this up because I was trying to find the perfect foundation to make my skin perfect when it wasn't perfect. The product itself adapts to the skin color from the heat of the hands. I found with my hands that the
best way to apply this is using sweeping behavior. I think this is the best way to get a product anywhere and the best way to adjust the colors best. Applied smoothly and uniformly. The finish is a natural mat and seems to keep it that way for me for at least 8 hours. In fact, you can use this layer to get more coverage. It evens out skin tone and covers minor
defects. I like my dark circles and can go through a few coats and problem areas and get decent coverage. It just blurs them and looks like skin but I'm not going to mask things better. The downside is the lack of sunscreen but putting this before applying a moisturizer with sunscreen doesn't really bother me. I also strongly suggest staying away from light
shades. I picked it up because they were out of a fair shade, and it turned to oompalumpa orange right to me. If you have light, it adapts to you and you always choose a fair shade to do If it's too light, there's bronzer, too. I would suggest this product if you like your skin but want to look better. The most useful important reviews are I'm 41 and you are having
a hard time with fine reinforced foundations like es and wrinkles. I read some good reviews and tried this product. I picked up the lightest share and came out grey-white and once rubbed together, I turned on the pumpkin or ange and it looks like an orange-like self-tanner how bad this product is. I immediately wash it off my face and return it. Myerstown PAI's
1601 customer5Sammie used it as my foundation. The regular foundations look too heavy for me and they also show my dry patches. I tried this product and it softened my skin, it provided the right for coverage (for me), it still set glowing and had a light on it after setting, it looked natural and it didn't look heavy or showed my dry patches. I would absolutely
buy this product again! Bad spray tan1Kayli from MissouriI recently purchased this BB cream after reports it appeared on TikTok. I was very excited to try it. However, as soon as I applied it to the skin, my face turned orange. It looked like I was getting a bad spray tan and I bought a bright color. Not for me. Like Warrington's Example 5Joan and L'Oreal
products, PAI, so I'll try BB Cream. I am very pleased with it. It runs smoothly, gives a little hue and has a primer. The skin looks healthy and smooth. It's not artificial. I just wish the sun screen was included. However, before applying BB cream, use a daily moisturizer from L'Oreal. I would definitely recommend this product and buy it again. Went to 4Rebekah
in Rexburg, IDSo I was using this product last year and I jumped on Ulta to order something new because I finally needed a new tube. I saw all the recent reviews that have changed the formula and now it is super orange! I was so disappointed and nervous to order something new. Well, I decided to try again because I liked it so much in the past that I
couldn't put it. A few things I've noticed. First, it seemed exactly the same (unless you bought some of the previous formula batches). I ordered a shade light. For those who say it's too orange, I think they're wearing too much. Go a little long way and build up very much for the dark tones. If I put too much, yes it does seem more orange. But when you start the
light and work, it's awesome. It basically feels weightless on my face and it's a good color. I don't have many blemishes to cover, mainly just my resymed evening. If you have super super light skin I recommend going to the brightest shade possible. I'm not pale, but it's dark in some ways, and it works well for me unless I put too much light in it. (And I don't
want to put much I'm in South Carolina to match your skin, but I literally turned my orange. It oxidizes terribly. And I'm pretty pale and I have the lightest shade but it was still too dark and orange. Eh3Meli in BellevueIt was not good at all. I didn't do anything on my skin. Not felt heavy luck with this bb cream, this bbi showed how oxidized it is in
Minnesota2Brittany is so disappointed with how terrible this is for my skin! It was almost instantly orange, as if spreading orange paint on his face. I'd like to point out that I'm an avid s-mim tanner user at the darkest option by Fake Bake, so I'm not about reel beat orange roll-ins and I knew when I used my friend tube of pair shade about a year ago, I loved the
way my skin looked. I was so excited when Ulta finally bought this from the store, I bought the light (thank goodness I didn't bc I'm going to get the medium but I assumed it would get worse) but I went back tomorrow and planned an exchange for a discontinued brand - I've come across several reviews mentioning that the formula was changed last year so
even tho I like y'm fair, it seems to be so much sourcing pplid. I used to recommend this to my friends but no longer orange3SamBtheLamb from St. John's Berry, Vt, usfirst I usually buy light because that's what I am and orange. Then I bought the process and it was the same color.... Orange ummpa roompa orange 1 deves 3 of VirginiaOxys 3! A decent
match should light up the shade, which turns a terrible orange color on my skin. Think of the self-tanner of the '80s. I genuinely don't like this at all and I abandoned it. Just a shot1 inPensilvenia, the bright shade was too dark and made me orange, like everyone else. I really hope it would be good but sadly disappointed this is the best and I will live again and
again. Thanks5Sona from Plano txI uses daily use, a changing formula that doesn't require anything else for a daily natural look, super orange1Kay from Florida has been using this for at least the last three years and my stockpile has finally run low and I ordered a new tube to discover that the formula has changed. It oxidizes oranges much more than it used
to and make me look like one of the old school Oompa Loompas. Be warned! The new formula goes much further than the previous formula and unfortunately you can't use it anymore because you don't want to see orange. FYA I ordered the lightest and fairest shade because it's ginger and the difference between the old and new formulas is very noticeable.
I wish I could post a new side-by-side show photo as before. I'm writing this review so others will know, I wish I'd done it before ordering it again. Glad I found this!5JenBen bought this from MdI a few months ago and forgot about it for some reason, I left it because I was trying to decide whether to clean up and go with the foundation or primer. So I can figure
it out... The next day I went and I decided to take a road trip and use this, when I first applied I thought this was probably a primer so ok, but it started to adapt to my skin and I thought wow ... So I had to stop and read the instructions and what it claims. And it did everything it said it was to do. This was so easy to use, (I find it really satisfying to see it
converted to my face roll) so anyway I loved it, and really only came here to see if I could buy the perfect few BC for the summer!!! Boo2Christy in KYFair shade is so dark and orange. 1KC of orange in LA is also the brightest shade orange! Glendale AZI's Orange Fair2Sb was pretty pale and the fair was too orange for me. I had another BB cream and loved
it. It perfectly matches my skin. This fair is still too dark and too orangeLove It5Joycee in San Jose, CAThis is a lovely lightweight replacement for foundation. Since I'm getting older (57) heavy foundations get into my fine lines, find lighter replacements, find this and love it. I use fair skin and light. I was surprised by some of the reviews that it turned their skin
orange - it didn't happen to me at all. To me it even stands apart with an orange cast and very lightless and easy. It made me wonder if they don't talk about other products. Light coverage, but fairly dark and orange2Pale girl tried this product for the first time today from MI. It looks white and applies a rough feel, but the coverage is also easily achieved and
the color changes quickly. The coverage was light enough to see some of the pale freckles across my nose - a little heavier than I expected, but if that was the only problem, I'd be very happy with it. Unfortunately, the pair looked so dark and orange on my skin. &gt;.&lt; It's not really a product for pale people. It can work on medium or tan skin. I advise pale
people not to bother at all and others usually buy lighter shades than they do. My normal foundation fits me maybelline! Mat + 102 Moreris from Pair Ceramics. This is a little lighter than I would like, but the next shade is too dark and further away from the skin tone. I mix my simple-light moisturizer w. SPF 15 to protect to make my own BB cream at home and
the effect is much better. I'll probably stick to it! Don't use it again! 1 in IndianaArinna was orange with the brightest shade! It won't mix so I take it off immediately and stain my skin orange all day! Terrible! Passed on this... 1Stacey from IALike set me to orange when applied with fingers as well as others. I used a sponge and got different results. Not a fan
either way. Threw a tube in the trash. Orange1Nicule P from Maine bought this shade and went to my skin very orange. That's It looked like cheeto dust on my face, and even a little mixing couldn't fix it. Very orange in North Dakota!1Laney buy shade light and orange! It's too dark or just orange right away! Blending or other products doesn't help either. I'm
sorry 1FlIt's more eye-catching yomi thank you from Mississippi Orange1Abby!!!! Magically transformed into someone else's skintone.2DG used pairs, with New York I's 2DG appearing orange like opah rumpas. Fair.
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